Translation technology for the
next generation of e-discovery
In an evolving legal landscape preparation is key.
Managing multilingual data for cross-border litigation, regulatory compliance and other forms of
information governance may not be part of your everyday business, but when they arise you need
to be equipped. The ever-increasing volume of data across office documents, emails, messages, and
audio files, paired with an immediate need to be ready, means advanced preparation is essential. Cases
that involve significant volumes of foreign language Electronically Stored Information (ESI) are often
infrequent or unexpected, but when they land they require immediate action. There’s no time to procure
external services or seek out native language attorneys overseas. The time to react is now.
The global nature of cross-border, multi-jurisdictional e-discovery projects creates unique challenges and
risks for all organisations. Dealing with large volumes of foreign language documents within the review
process is a burden. With a monolithic translation process massive volumes can generate excessive
translation costs. It’s expensive. It’s slow. And it’s only going to become more complex and more
frequently encountered as global data volumes and formats grow.

Iconic provides an effective translation software solution for foreign language
document review, helping you to achieve a strategic advantage while ensuring
you are minimising costs and risks for both you and your client.
There’s no need to be slowed down when you encounter multilingual content. Iconic’s software
integrates seamlessly into your review workflow, equipping you to translate multilingual data at a
moment’s notice. Real-time translation eliminates manual translation turnaround times and reduces the
risk of missing deadlines due to costly processes. Our translation solutions, integrated into your foreign
document review process, give you immediate access to information in your language, significantly
reducing the need to procure expensive in-country reviewers or multilingual attorneys.
Be proactive and future-ready by securing a translation solution equipped to handle multilingual
data in any format, on-demand, at scale, and processed securely in the relevant jurisdiction. Forwardthinking organisations are already protecting their interests. Are you ready?

Seamless translation within EDRM
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E-discovery in one language... yours
A better way to carry out foreign language document review.
With proven technical excellence in the development and deployment of legal translation
software solutions, Iconic’s world leading proprietary software enables better quality
end-to-end litigation translation solutions that can be further adapted to your legal case
by our expert team.
Iconic’s e-discovery translation software allows you to translate vast amounts of foreignlanguage ESI quickly, securely, and effectively. We empower you to search for and find
the most relevant documents in your multilingual content, in your language.
Removing the language barrier from TAR
Translation software for 50+ languages, and over
2,000 language combinations, meaning you don’t
have to worry about what language your ESI is in. No
outsourcing, no procurement – we’ve got it covered.
With multilingual language identification, our software
automatically detects the languages of your data set
so you can focus on the document review at hand.

Data confidentiality is of the utmost importance
to us
Benefit from absolute information security. Our
private cloud solutions are secured using certified
SSL technology, and our on premise solutions
ensure your data never leaves your network,
preventing information leaks.
Geo-located servers mean that your data remains
within specific jurisdictions depending on your
data retention needs.

Enhanced search for efficient review and
actionable insights
Review multilingual ESI with intelligent analysis
on a document and collection level with added
features including document classification,
keyword qualification, and content summarisation.

ABOUT ICONIC TRANSLATION MACHINES
Iconic Translation Machines is a leading machine translation software
and solutions provider who specialise in custom solutions tailored with
subject matter expertise for specific industry sectors including legal, life
sciences and financial services. www.iconictranslation.com
Contact us for more information: info@iconictranslation.com

Robust, flexible and scalable to meet your needs
With a service that scales to meet your needs,
robustly process large volumes of data, translated
hundreds of times faster, regardless of the language.
Equally effective for translating a single email or
hundreds of gigabytes worth of content across
multiple file formats.

Getting started has never been easier
24/7 access to instant translations through Iconic’s
secure and intuitive online translation platform.
Custom integration via Iconic API directly into
your e-discovery workflow.
Integrated solutions with leading e-discovery
platforms, including Relativity.

